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"A report of the United States Commission on Civil Rights."--T.p.
An incredible memoir from Sharon Robinson about one of the most important years of the civil rights movement.
This concise, highly affordable text provides an engaging, analytical approach to American Government that stresses the importance of
elections in contemporary American politics. Written in a strong narrative voice and brimming with student-relevant examples, America’s New
Democracy provides a focused and stimulating treatment of politics in the United States. Illustrating popular influence across the political
system in defense of a central theme–-that elections matter more in America’s political system today than they have in the past or do in other
democracies-–the book challenges the pessimistic view that government seldom listens to ordinary people. America’s New Democracy
encourages readers to see that in a system where votes are the main currency, both power and responsibility rest on the shoulders of all
citizens.
This book explains the urgent necessity to compile a Civil Code and calls for constitutional awareness in compiling that Civil Code,
highlighting the need for it to be done in a democratic and scientific manner. It advocates “Pragmatic Methods” as a new approach to
compiling a Civil Code of China and shares the author’s thoughts on the constitutionality of compiling a Civil Code, explains the object that is
to be judged in terms of its constitutionality, and the constitutionality of legal interpretation, of legislative procedures and of legal application.
The book also illustrates the author’s “mode of the codifying of non-basic laws” for compiling a Civil Code, and includes a detailed
discussion on compiling a Civil Code to reveal how many valid laws there are China – a matter that is of vital importance to the compilation of
the Civil Code.The Appendix includes statistics on the number of civil cases classified according to causes of actions, based on “Judicial
Opinions of China” website, which is the first step of the author’s plan to investigate civil customs reflected in judgment documents with the
help of big-data analytical methods.
Described as “superb” and “inspiring” by Dean Erwin Chemerinsky, Civil Rights Enforcement dives deeply into doctrines concerning the
enforcement of civil rights (rather than the content of those rights) and the aspects of those doctrines of most importance to those litigating in
the field. The book is organized as a litigator might think through a case, and it provides students rich, detailed hypothetical problems to which
they can apply what they are learning. Alongside these practice-focused elements, the book’s notes, questions, and topic transitions push
students to grapple both with (1) strategic questions about impact litigation and the role of civil rights litigation in constitutional enforcement,
and (2) theoretical questions such as tradeoffs between the values of federalism and judicial review and the relationship between rights and
remedies. Highlights of the First Edition: Detailed hypothetical problems with multi-layered fact patterns, including hypothetical statutes,
precedents, and litigation documents based on actual cases Application notes focusing on how civil rights enforcement doctrines work in
practice, prominent appeals court decisions, and areas of current controversy among courts of appeals A prologue (and follow-up notes
throughout the book) grounding the material in the history of the civil rights movement and raising strategic questions about the practice of
impact litigation Commentary and questions that situate the doctrines studied both within their historical context and within broader theoretical
debates about the proper role of the federal courts and the gap between rights and remedies Several chapters that cover statutory civil rights
enforcement and compare and contrast constitutional and statutory civil rights enforcement Professors and students will benefit from:
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Organization of the material in the manner a litigator would think through a potential case and a focus on doctrines and issues most relevant
to practice Rigorous case editing to highlight the key questions for study and avoid unnecessarily long and sprawling excerpts Notes-andquestions sections structured to proceed from the simplest questions to those challenging students to consider critiques of the doctrine,
various justices’ interpretative choices and methodologies, the incentives created for plaintiffs and defendants, and the relationship to other
topics covered Consideration of the real-world implications of the doctrines studied, including frank discussions of race, sexual harassment,
and institutional culture Charts and illustrations for a few of the more complex doctrines Consistent focus on doctrines of rights enforcement
(as opposed to the content of various rights)—providing the book with a unifying theme and marking out a field of study distinct from
Constitutional Law, Criminal Procedure, and Employment Discrimination
A data-driven explanation of when successful religious parties reduce the civil liberties of their citizens in Muslim-majority countries and when
they don't. Religious parties are increasingly common across the world. More and more, they participate in elections, win legislative seats,
and join governments, particularly in Muslim-majority countries. Since they are often founded on orthodox principles that are inconsistent with
liberal democracy, their rise potentially holds consequences for the prospects of liberal democratic values and practices-and this risk has
inspired much heated debate. In Religious Parties and the Politics of Civil Liberties, the award-winning political science scholar Vineeta
Yadav considers a question that has been central to the discussion: Will the success of religious parties lead to declines in the civil liberties of
their citizens? Yadav summarizes the popular and academic sides of the conversation and addresses the weaknesses of both by presenting
an original empirical analysis of religious parties' actual relationship to civil liberties. Many believe that if religious parties come to power, they
will curb civil liberties in order to realize their religious visions. Academic research on religious parties, however, claims that the need to
compete in elections incentivizes religious parties to moderate their behaviors and policies, including on civil liberties. Neither of these
assertions has been systematically tested until now. With this book, Yadav adjudicates the debate using systematic data that covers all
Muslim-majority countries for a period of almost forty years. She highlights the role that religious lobbies play in this issue and goes on to
identify the specific conditions under which religious parties do or don't curb civil liberties. A sweeping comparative account that combines
large-N analysis with focused studies of Turkey and Pakistan, this book will reshape our understanding of the relationship between religious
party strength and the preservation of civil liberties.
Many racial and ethnic groups in the United States, including blacks, Hispanics, Asians, American Indians, and others, have historically faced
severe discriminationâ€"pervasive and open denial of civil, social, political, educational, and economic opportunities. Today, large differences
among racial and ethnic groups continue to exist in employment, income and wealth, housing, education, criminal justice, health, and other
areas. While many factors may contribute to such differences, their size and extent suggest that various forms of discriminatory treatment
persist in U.S. society and serve to undercut the achievement of equal opportunity. Measuring Racial Discrimination considers the definition
of race and racial discrimination, reviews the existing techniques used to measure racial discrimination, and identifies new tools and areas for
future research. The book conducts a thorough evaluation of current methodologies for a wide range of circumstances in which racial
discrimination may occur, and makes recommendations on how to better assess the presence and effects of discrimination.
Designed for high school students and motivated lay readers, this book will be an introduction to the rights held by American citizens under
the U.S. Constitution as explored through a series of historical case studies. Each chapter will use dramatic narrative to illustrate a right in
action. Most examples, but not all, will use U.S. Supreme Court cases to focus on a time when the right in question received its modern
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interpretation. The aim, however, will be to use each chapter to discuss how the right applies today and how courts and other interpreters
seek to balance this right with important societal concerns, such as the need for order and public safety. The book will begin with a 20-page
chapter on how we arrived at our modern concept of rights. The major interpretive thread will be the continual struggle to define limits on the
power of the state. The chapter will introduce several key themes: our understanding of rights has emerged from history (experience); our
definition and interpretation of rights is always evolving; concepts of rights are always under contention; and various actors-legislatures,
executives, and courts-compete to be the final interpreter of our rights. American constitutional rights generally fall into one of three groupsrights of democracy, that is, rights required for American democracy to work effectively; rights of the accused, or due process rights that
assure a fair trial for individuals accused of crimes; and other rights of persons, including the right to privacy. A fourth category of rights are
not constitutional per se, but often we conceive of them as such even though often they are statutory rights, such as the right to education... A
concluding chapter will discuss other rights that may evolve as a result of current political and social movements, such as the right to health
care. Along with Our Constitution and Pivotal Supreme Court Cases (working title), this book has the potential to become a core text for the
annual observance of Constitution Day on September 17, which is mandated by Congress for all educational institutions receiving federal
funds.
"Ward takes James Baldwin's 1963 examination of race in America, The Fire Next Time, as a jumping off point for this ... collection of essays
and poems about race from ... voices of her generation and our time"-From New York to Los Angeles, police departments across the country are consistently accused of racism. Although historically white police
precincts have been slowly integrating over the past few decades, African-American officers still encounter racism on the job. Bolton and
Feagin have interviewed fifty veteran African-American police officers to provide real-life and vivid examples of the difficulties and
discrimination these officers face everyday inside and outside the police station from barriers in hiring and getting promoted to lack of trust
from citizens and members of black community.
Reviews and discusses landmark cases heard by the United States Supreme court from 1803 through 2000.
The first full-length study of the Civil Rights Act of 1875 and its afterlives.
Our American Government textbook adheres to the scope and sequence of introductory American government courses nationwide. We have
endeavored to make the workings of American Government interesting and accessible to students while maintaining the conceptual coverage
and rigor inherent in the subject at the college level. With this objective in mind, the content of this textbook has been developed and
arranged to provide a logical progression from the fundamental principles of institutional design at the founding, to avenues of political
participation, to thorough coverage of the political structures that constitute American government. The book builds upon what students have
already learned and emphasizes connections between topics as well as between theory and applications. The goal of each section is to
enable students not just to recognize concepts, but to work with them in ways that will be useful in later courses, future careers, and as
engaged citizens. The organization and pedagogical features were developed and vetted with feedback from American government
instructors dedicated to the project.
The Pursuit of JusticeSupreme Court Decisions that Shaped AmericaOxford University Press
Bessette/Pitney's AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: DELIBERATION, DEMOCRACY, AND CITIZENSHIP is based on the idea of
deliberative democracy: political systems work best when informed citizens and public officials deliberate to identify and promote the common
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good. Emphasizing citizenship, the text examines the way that civic culture and immigration impact students and shape the country. It offers
solid historical coverage and a close look at civic responsibility. This version of the text does not include policy chapters. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this concise exposition and analysis of the essential elements
of law with regard to family relations, marital property, and succession to estates in the USA covers the legal rules and customs pertaining to
the intertwined civic status of persons, the family, and property. After an informative general introduction, the book proceeds to an in-depth
discussion of the sources and instruments of family and succession law, the authorities that adjudicate and administer the laws, and issues
surrounding the person as a legal entity and the legal disposition of property among family members. Such matters as nationality, domicile,
and residence; marriage, divorce, and cohabitation; adoption and guardianship; succession and inter vivos arrangements; and the acquisition
and administration of estates are all treated to a degree of depth that will prove useful in nearly any situation likely to arise in legal practice.
The book is primarily designed to assist lawyers who find themselves having to apply rules of international private law or otherwise handling
cases connected with the USA. It will also be of great value to students and practitioners as a quick guide and easy-to-use practical resource
in the field, and especially to academicians and researchers engaged in comparative studies by providing the necessary, basic material of
family and succession law. The Authors List of Abbreviations Preface: 2018 Preface: 1997 General Introduction Part I. Persons Chapter 1.
The Status of a Person Chapter 2. Registration of Civil Status Chapter 3. Personality Rights Chapter 4. Names Chapter 5. Nationality Chapter
6. Domicile and Residence Part II. Family Law Chapter 1. Marriage Chapter 2. Divorce Chapter 3. Cohabitation Without Marriage Chapter 4.
Filiation Chapter 5. Adoption Chapter 6. Parental Authority
The justification of political authority is one of the long-standing issues of political philosophy, and one which persistently defies satisfactory
solution. In this paperback edition of a highly successful study, Professor Martin sets out to provide an original justification by establishing a
background framework for dealing with the problem. He begins by identifying the main elements of political authority, arguing that they need
to be linked in order to create a political authority that can be described as justified. He then sketches a framework - a sample system of
political institutions and conceptions which is internally coherent - to link these elements. The rest of the book fills in this outline. Professor
Martin argues that rights are established patterns of acting or of being treated and are hence essentially institutional in character. The
institutions that tend to be the most supportive and productive of individual rights are, he believes, democratic, and the central section of the
book is devoted to the connection of rights with majority rule, democratic political institutions and conceptions. From this nexus, secondary
lines are traced to political obligation (or allegiance) and to an eligible justification for using punishment to enforce the rights of individuals.
Thus Professor Martin's analysis forms a distinctive and systematic approach to one particular style of government. This rethinking of some of
the main topics in political theory is long overdue; it yields some striking conclusions about both the nature of rights and the nature of political
authority itself. Reviews for the hardback edition: `analytical political theory at its best...thoroughly worked through, illuminating, and
persuasive' Political Studies `he dicusses knowledgeably yet imaginatively one sort of political and legal system...I unreservedly assert that
his institutional conception of rights deserves to be taken seriously as a very plausible alternative to the more familiar theories of Hart,
Feinberg, Dworkin and Raz. Equally important are his discussions of the nature of democracy and the internal justification of punishment.
Most impressive of all is his detailed demonstration of the internal coherence of the system of rights sketched in this book' Ethics `his book is
valuable for presenting a distinctively political view of rights...the book is impressively scholarly, with references, when relevant, to most of the
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voluminous literature on rights. In this respect A System of Rights is a model work of philosophy: at once thoroughly steeped in the literature
on its topic and rising above that literature to propose a novel, distinctive view' Mind `a rewarding and impressive book, which deals with a
wide range of issues central to political philosophy in an interesting and original way. In this carefully argued examination and justification of a
particular political system, Rex Martin offers an original account of rights, and links these rights with other political conceptions and
institutions...to forms what he calls a "system of rights"...his discussion is rich and nuanced, and provides the philosophical groundwork for
clearer thinking about the difficult and elusive relationship between rights and democracy' Canadian Journal of Political Science `What makes
Martin's book so trenchant is that it can be read with great profit from different points of view...The broad scope and provocative arguments of
Martin's work assure that it will be a focal point in philosophically-orientated debate on rights' Ratio Juris `Rex Martin has written the most
important analysis and justification of political authority and obligation since T. H. Green's Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation...
[A System of Rights is] rich in argument and unorthodox conclusions' Gerald F. Gaus, Philosophy and Phenomenological Research
Through the years, the police have performed the time-honored functions of controlling crime, maintaining law and order, and providing
services. This comprehensive book redefines the police role in many communities, especially as police departments have moved toward the
creation of a partnership with citizens, private agencies and other community service departments. Major topics include: (1) an added major
development in the external review of police conduct with anticipation that police review boards will become more prevalent; (2) the fact that
internal review will still be an important process of the organizational response to police misconduct acknowledging Internal Affairs is here to
stay; (3) the trend for the courts at the federal level to intervene with Consent Decrees, Memorandums of Understanding, and Technical
Assistance letters in cities from coast to coast; and (4) the use of deadly force that has reached the point where it is viewed as a recurrent
police problem. Major cases such as the Rodney King beating, the Louima case, the James Bryd case, and the Mathew Shepard case are
examined to see how these issues impacted our operational and legal system. The book also addresses the issues of profiling and vehicular
pursuit that remain a major issue in many communities, and while remedies have cured some of these problems, it still remains a major
issue. The text also focuses on the inroads that women in policing are making as more females enter law enforcement and ascend to
positions of higher power. Law enforcement professionals, policymakers, investigators, attorneys, and the general public will find the book to
be of special interest.

Tells the stories and documents the contributions of African American women involved in the struggle for racial and
gender equality through the civil rights and black power movements in the United States.
On the basis of extensive archival research, Alan Draper illuminates the role organized labor played in the southern civil
rights movement. He documents the substantial support the AFL-CIO and its southern state councils gave to the struggle
for black equality, suggesting that labor's political leadership recognized an opportunity in the civil rights movement.
Frustrated in their efforts to organize the South, labor leaders understood the potential of newly enfranchised blacks to
challenge conservative southern Democrats. At the same time, white union members in the South were more interested
in defending their racial privileges than in allying themselves with blacks. An explosive tension developed between labor's
political leadership, desperate to create a party system in the South that included blacks, and a rank and file determined
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to preserve southern Democracy by excluding blacks. This book looks at the ways that tension was expressed and
ultimately resolved within the southern labor movement.
Framing its content within a resonant “politics matters” theme and emphasizing public policy throughout, this accessible
text illustrates the impact that government has on the daily lives of each and every American, particularly its effect on
students. Through engaging and interactive boxed features and a focus on the issues that matter to most, this practical
text motivates readers to become active participants in our political system, and helps overcome apathy toward
government. The brief edition of this bestselling text includes the streamlined content of the comprehensive version.
CliffsNotes AP U.S. Government Cram Plan gives you a study plan leading up to your AP exam no matter if you have two
months, one month, or even one week left to review before the exam! This new edition of CliffsNotes AP U.S.
Government and Politics Cram Plan calendarizes a study plan for the 214,000 annual AP U.S. Government test-takers
depending on how much time they have left before they take the May exam. Features of this plan-to-ace-the-exam
product include: - 2-month study calendar and 1-month study calendar - Diagnostic exam that helps test-takers pinpoint
strengths and weaknesses - Subject reviews that include test tips and chapter-end quizzes - Full-length model practice
exam with answers and explanations
Written by leading human rights litigators and theorists, this treatise offers a comprehensive analysis of human rights
litigation in U.S. courts under the Alien Tort Statute and related provisions.
The President is the key actor in civil rights policy--its advance, reversal, or neglect. This book documents the critical role
presidents have played in setting the agenda, framing the terms of the debate, and formulating specific policy goals with
respect to civil rights. By identifying the limits of presidential influence as well as the impact of presidential leadership visa-vis the Congress and federal agencies, Shull is able to compare presidents in terms of rhetoric, performance, and
effectiveness in this most controversial policy arena. Expanding upon his work in A Kinder, Gentler Racism? Shull here
incorporates the Clinton years, including case studies of the 1996 same-sex marriage controversy and the nominations of
Lani Guinier and William Lee for the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice.
Named one of the most important nonfiction books of the 21st century by Entertainment Weekly‚ Slate‚ Chronicle of
Higher Eduction‚ Literary Hub, Book Riot‚ and Zora A tenth-anniversary edition of the iconic bestseller—“one of the most
influential books of the past 20 years,” according to the Chronicle of Higher Education—with a new preface by the author
“It is in no small part thanks to Alexander’s account that civil rights organizations such as Black Lives Matter have
focused so much of their energy on the criminal justice system.” —Adam Shatz, London Review of Books Seldom does a
book have the impact of Michelle Alexander’s The New Jim Crow. Since it was first published in 2010, it has been cited
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in judicial decisions and has been adopted in campus-wide and community-wide reads; it helped inspire the creation of
the Marshall Project and the new $100 million Art for Justice Fund; it has been the winner of numerous prizes, including
the prestigious NAACP Image Award; and it has spent nearly 250 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list. Most
important of all, it has spawned a whole generation of criminal justice reform activists and organizations motivated by
Michelle Alexander’s unforgettable argument that “we have not ended racial caste in America; we have merely
redesigned it.” As the Birmingham News proclaimed, it is “undoubtedly the most important book published in this century
about the U.S.” Now, ten years after it was first published, The New Press is proud to issue a tenth-anniversary edition
with a new preface by Michelle Alexander that discusses the impact the book has had and the state of the criminal justice
reform movement today.
This text traces the history of the civil rights movement in the years following World War II, to the present day. Issues
discussed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights of 1965, and the Northern Ireland ghetto's.
Updated to reflect the current political landscape, this book is organized around a "participation" approach and provides
an innovative content style and interactive assessment. It is designed to get readers to participate in their learning and in
all aspects of American politics. Covering the foundations and institutions of the American Government, readers are
prompted to draw connections between government topics and current events while finding a role for themselves in
politics and government. This update includes coverage of the seismic changes that have taken place across our political
landscape since the second edition published and Barack Obama took office.
In 1963, the Sunday after four black girls were killed by a bomb in a Birmingham church, George William Floyd, a Church
of Christ minister, preached a sermon based on the Golden Rule. He pronounced that Jesus Christ was asking Christians
to view the bombing from the perspective of their black neighbors and asserted, "We don't realize it yet, but because
Martin Luther King Jr. is preaching nonviolence, which is Jesus's way, someday Martin Luther King Jr. will be seen as the
best friend the white man in the South has ever had." During the sermon, members of the congregation yelled, "You
devil, you!" and, immediately, Floyd was dismissed. Although not every anti-segregation white minister was as outspoken
as Pastor Floyd, many signed petitions, organized interracial groups, or preached gently from a gospel of love and
justice. Those who spoke and acted outright on behalf of the civil rights movement were harassed, beaten, and even
jailed. Based on interviews and personal memoirs, Southern White Ministers and the Civil Rights Movement traces the
efforts of these clergymen who--deeply moved by the struggle of African Americans--looked for ways to reconcile the
history of discrimination and slavery with Christian principles and to help their black neighbors. While many understand
the role political leaders on national stages played in challenging the status quo of the South, this book reveals the
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significant contribution of these ministers in breaking down segregation through preaching a message of love.
Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a collection of separate essays and
articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton. Following the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the
governing doctrines and policies of the States lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was
constructed by American statesman Alexander Hamilton, and was intended to catalyse the ratification of the United
States Constitution. Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to write papers for the
compendium, and the three are known as some of the Founding Fathers of the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c.
1755–1804) was an American lawyer, journalist and highly influential government official. He also served as a Senior
Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and founded the Federalist Party, the system that governed the nation’s
finances. His contributions to the Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on the early
development of the nation of the United States.
"The 1964 Civil Rights Act" is an article written by Brian Nottage as part of the "Top 25 Events" series of The Dismal
Scientist resource of Economy.com, Inc. The author discusses the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its importance.
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